
Shoka Series Synopsis – Jeanne Holy  Spring 2013 -  Week 1- isshuike (one material) shoka ; 
understanding the meaning of shoka,  showing life through shoka, intrinsic beauty and nature, shoka 
forms and styles, main and supporting branches, placement in the kenzan

suggested reading:
Ikenobo Ikebana SHOKA Its Origin and Basic Styles : 
pages 1 – 15, 19, 22 - 33

glossary 
Ikenobo

ikebana

shoka

inochi

in

yo

shussho

isshuike

nishuike

sanshuike

mizugiwa

shin

soe

tai

ashirai

yakueda

sashiguchi

koshi

hongatte

gyakugatte



Beauty of Cornelian Cherry Dogwood – cornus mas

isshuike by Jeanne



Shoka Series Synopsis – Jeanne Holy  Spring 2013 -  Week 1

Shoka means live flowers, to enliven flowers, to vivify flowers, to show the life of 
the flower. But how can we show the life through  ikebana? 

Between our first and last breath is our whole life. Breathe in … breathe out....... 
breathe in … breathe out....innnnn......ouuuuut. 

In ikebana we try to show  life through contrast; in and yo, sunny and shady,  tall and 
short, buds and blossoms. In shofutai shoka we accomplish this through the height 
and movement  and placement of the main yakueda or shin, soe and tai, in the 
kenzan. Use each material in a way that emphasizes its intrinsic characteristic or 
shussho. Isshuike, one material shoka, gives us the best opportunity to showcase the 
individual material that we use. That material must have flowers (with a couple of 
exceptions), so if you use a branch material it should be flowering at the time. 

We will use Dutch iris – 3 or 5 stems – and please pay particular attention to the use of the leaves.

Jeanne Holy        Nancy Bank Allen    Helen Zhang Marc-Anthony Macon

Kathleen Zanotti            Kate Dobrovolney        Scott Anderson Jr.      Yolanda Marianas-Keliaa



Shoka Series Synopsis – Jeanne Holy  Spring 2013 -  Week  2 - Nishuike (two material) shoka – 
character of nishuike, determining the form of shoka,  classification of plant materials, cutting and 
conditioning material, relationship of shin/soe and nejime, bending techniques, choosing the right vase, 
proper tools

suggested reading: 
Ikenobo Ikebana SHOKA Its Origin and Basic Styles : 
pages 15 -20, 34 – 44,  54 – 63

glossary 

nishuike

shussho

shin form

so form

gyo form

nejime

kimono

kusamomo

tsuyomono

rikumono

mizumono

suiriku tsuyomono

mizuage

tameru / tamekata – bending techniques
oshidame – bending by pushing
kiridame – bending with the help of a notch
nejiridame – bending by twisting
shigokidame – curving leaves by pressing
kusabidame – using a wedge to keep the curve

hasami

kenzan /  kenzan okoshi

ishi (rocks / gravel)



Shoka Series Synopsis – Jeanne Holy  Spring 2013 -  Week  2

Nishuike, two material shoka, will be the focus of this workshop. Like  isshuike, nishuike has the same 
goal;   try to show the life of the flower and the shussho of the material you have chosen to arrange. 

Nishuike is arranged when we want to use a material that does not have flowers or is not in the season 
that it flowers. We combine the non-flowering material with flowering material.  For example: 
Bittersweet branches with chrysanthemums  -  euonomous or cattails with iris,  ornamental grass with 
cosmos or balloon flower. Nishuike may also combine two different flowering materials together. For 
example flowering quince and iris, liatris and balloon flower, gladiolus and pinks. In these cases the 
two materials are contrasting and complementing each other. 

There are many types of materials – kimono, kusamono, mizumono, tree, grass, water etc. There are 
special rules in how you may combine these materials in nishuike. Tree material is always placed 
behind grass material in the kenzan. In nishuike the typical combination is shin and soe of one material 
and tai with the second. The tai portion of nishuike is called nejime. 

When cutting material it is important to envision how 
the branch or flowers will be used in the arrangement. 
Like in sculpture, the trick is to be able to see what 
needs to be taken away to reveal the statue within. This 
is the meaning of  “to arrange with your legs” in 
ikebana. This week you will be able to select and cut 
the shin/soe for your arrangement.

Kathleen cutting quince

Floral material is classified as shin, gyo, or so 
depending on its growing nature (upright, 
slanting, hanging) and vases are also classified 
as shin, gyo or so. Choose an appropriate vase 
for the material you use and the environment 
you will display your arrangement.

Mizugiwa is an essential part of any shoka or rikka. A senior professor once said that the mizugiwa is 
the same as the first motion made by a conductor at the beginning of a symphony. It is in that moment 
that the audience collectively holds their breath in anticipation of the beautiful music to come. In shoka, 
the mizugiwa is the sign to breath in, in meditation and anticipation of the beautiful arrangement you 
are about to witness.  From the mizugiwa your eyes rise up to appreciate the entirety of the shoka 
arrangement. If you make your mizugiwa tight and clean, it shows respect for your work and is a sign 
that something beautifully unique is about to be experienced by the observer.



Yolanda cutting magnolia for gyakugatte isshuike and her nishuike (bottom) of euonomous and iris.



 

Helen with her nishuike of cherry and iris

Forsythia in my back yard with its hanging 
branches makes it ideal for nijuike, two level 
shoka, and its bright color goes well with the 
purple iris.

 Nijuike by Jeanne



Shoka Series Synopsis – Jeanne Holy  Spring 2013 -  Week  3 sanshuike (three material) shoka – 
character of sanshuike, harmony and de ai, shochikubai, isshuike and nishuike as a basis for sanshuike, 
design vs naturalistic sanshuike

suggested reading: Ikenobo Ikebana SHOKA Its Origin and Basic Styles : pages 20,21 45-53

Charissa Lansing's sanshuike reflects the 
glossary Three Friends” scroll of shochikubai – 

Pine Bamboo and Plum. de ai of lilac, 
de ai and two kinds of bird of paradise

hochikubai

Sanshuike, or three material shoka, has a different 
feeling  than isshu/nishu. The original sanshuike is 
shochikubai or pine, bamboo and plum, which is 
considered to be the ideal combination. When using 
three different materials the relationship between them 
is very important. The combination must be 
harmonious. The materials should support each other 
and function together to bring out each individual 
material's beauty. This “right” combination is known 
as de ai. 

There is more freedom in sanshuike for the arranger's 
expression. However sanshuike is shofutai shoka and 
as such must follow the rules for material placements 
within the kenzan, mizugiwa, in and yo, etc. The 
overall arrangement may vary quite a bit from isshu 
and nishu. Ashirai play a very important role in 
bringing harmony into sanshuike.

In this 
workshop you will be combining materials in a new way 
according to your own sensibilities. There will be an opportunity 
for you to cut one of your materials for use in your arrangement. 

The container may be more modern, or a brighter style to reflect 
the design aspects of  sanshuike, but the mouth of the container 
should be straight, for appreciating the mizugiwa. 

Arranging sanshuike based on your knowledge of isshuike or 
nishuike is  one way to begin. You may also base your sanshuike 
on shochikubai and your own creative thinking.

Prunus, euonomous, and tulip sanshuike by Jeanne Holy



Culture of the Heart and Ikebana

It is always interesting to see  your personality and touch captured within your ikebana. From choosing 
your materials to how you combine them, each persons heart is in their arrangement. As Sen'ei Ikenobo 
says “You can not see the heart... but interestingly you can not hide it.”  And who would want to hide 
the beautiful heart that resides in each of our ikebana? As a teacher I try to help my students 
accomplish whatever vision they have for their ikebana. So even though I may change an angle or 
length of  a branch, or trim some leaves, it is your energy, your heart, your ikebana. I am privileged to 
be trusted with your ikebana and happy to see your skills and understanding of ikebana expand. 



Sanshuike Exhibition

          Jeanne             Kate        Nancy             Kathleen          Caitlyn         Yolanda       Charissa    



Shoka Series Synopsis – Jeanne Holy  Spring 2013 -  Week 4;   futakabu-ike (two root ) shoka

suggested reading:

An Invitation to Ikenobo SHOKA SHOFUTAI II 
pages 16 – 19

IKENOBO for beginners  Part V. Shoka Henka-kei
pages 14 -17

glossary 

futakabu-ike

kabuwake

gyodo-ike

sui-riku ike

o-kabu

me-kabu

soe-za

tai-za

Futakabu-ike means two root shoka. It is a shoka that has two separate groupings. These two groups 
are o-kabu, the main group, usually consisting of shin and soe,  and me-kabu, the supporting group, 
usually consisting of tai. Within futakabu-ike or sometimes referred to as kabuwake (divided roots), 
there are two styles; sui-riku ike (water and land) and gyodo-ike (fish path.) In gyodo-ike  two groups 
of water material  are used and placed in such a way as to give the feeling of a path for the fish to swim 
through. It has a very serene and relaxing impression. Imagine sitting next to a pond enjoying watching 
the fish swim and play.  The photo above shows gyodo-ike. In suiriku-ike, land material is combined 
with water material. This may give the impression of sitting close to a pond and looking across the 
pond to the mountains and trees on the other side. 

Futakabu-ike is arranged in a low bowl or suiban to emphasize the water surface, and to have room for 
the two kenzans. Where you place your kenzans will depend on your container and the impression you 
wish to create. We will be arranging sui-riku ike and using euonomous combined with iris. Ideally we 
would use kakitsubata – a beautiful water iris grown in Japan – but for the purposes of study we will be 
using Dutch iris and pretend it is a water iris. 

O-kabu consists of shin and soe – but an additional branch is placed within o-kabu  where tai would 
normally be, called tai-za.  Likewise in the me-kabu, in the tai portion we will have a tai shin, tai tani, 
tai saki, and one other branch to give the feeling of where a soe might be, called soe-za.



Kate Dobrovolney's sui-riku ike fills the space nicely and gives that cool feeling of futakabu-ike. 

Kathleen Zanotti in spring green harmonizing with her euonomous o-kabu.      



Nancy Bank Allen opted to do gyodo-ike, and we are 
all glad that she did.

Sui-riku ike example by Jeanne Holy.



Charissa Lansing arranged;
 gyakugatte futakabu-ike sui-riku ike.

 That is quite an accomplishment for her 
second shoka lesson.

Yolanda Marianas-Keliaa 
with her sui-riku ike. 



Shoka Series Synopsis – Jeanne Holy  Spring 2013 - 
Week 5 - shimputai shoka

suggested reading:
An Invitation to Ikenobo SHOKA SHIMPUTAI 
pages 1 – 32 (which happens to be the whole book)

glossary 
shoka shimputai

shu and yo

We have been studying Shoka Shofutai for the last four 
sessions. In shofutai shoka  we rely on knowing where 
the sun  is to define In and Yo, or the shady and sunny 
side of our arrangement. By observing nature we know 
that leaves face the sunny side, and are more prolific or 
larger on the sunny side than in the shady side. We know 
everything faces the sun. From studying and arranging 
shofutai shoka we learn that through varying the heights 
and directions of  shin, soe, and tai and having both fuller 
areas and more spacious areas,  we clearly show  where 
the sun is. By using buds, partially open flowers and fully open flowers, fresh sprouts of grass and 
older leaves, we convey a sense of young and old, a sense of the passing of time, or even a lifetime. 
Just like our breathing in and out shows  the rhythm of our own life force, the tension created by these 
opposing characteristics convey the the life of the flower. This is ikebana. This is shoka shofutai.  

 Shoka Shimputai does not rely on the sun to define In 
and Yo. Rather it relies on the you, the arranger. 
Through the tension created by the the interaction of 
your Shu, the main branch, and your Yo, the supporting 
branch,  you convey the life of the flower. This is 
ikebana. This is shoka shimputai.

Now that I have compared you to sun  you may feel 
intimidated.  Don't worry, be happy! You have 
everything you need to arrange shimputai; a good sense 
of shofutai, good taste, a good eye, and a good heart. 
Together and with some rules and lots of hints and trial 
and error we will create beautiful shoka shimputai .

Rules and Guides: not many, but a few.
This is shoka and shoka must have a mizugiwa.

There are three yakueda called shu, yo and ashirai.

Like sanshuike, shimputai uses three different kinds of 
materials (usually), one kind for shu, another for yo, and 
another for ashirai.



Mostly there are no Rules:
There are no rules dictating the height or directions of the yakueda or their sashiguchi  (how materials 
must be placed in the kenzan), according to their characteristic. For example we know that kimono 
(woody material) must be place behind kusamono (grassy material) in the kenzan in shofutai. We know 
that mizumono (water materials) are separated from rikumono (land materials) in futakabu-ike.  In 
shoka shimputai,  water plants and tree material may be combined, and woody material may be in front 
of grassy material. In shofutai shoka materials are used according to their natural characteristics. You 
use tall and straight liatrus tall and straight, or curvy and cascading bittersweet curvy and cascading. In 
shoka shimputai, you may cut a tall flower very short if you feel it is most beautiful that way. Likewise 
you may show the front or the back of a leaf or a flower. You choose, you decide, you create. 

Step 1:  choose your shu
This is your main branch, the star of the show. The shu takes your breath away, because it is so 
beautiful. I am asking each of  you to bring your shu with you to class. Arrange with your legs, eyes, 
and open heart and find your shu... at the grocery store, the flower shop, your back or front yard, your 
neighbors back or front yards, on the side of the road... or in a ditch. Bring it with you and arrange 
shimputai. (I will have some shu here too, so if you can not find the one or want to change your mind it 
will be ok.) 

Step 2: understand your shu
Now that you have your shu.... ask yourself why you chose that shu. What is it about that branch, 
flower or leaf that you find so engaging. When you can answer that you are ready to go to step 3. 

Step 3: for every shu there is a yo... go find it. 
The purpose of yo is to enhance that which you find so beautiful in your shu and make it even more 
beautiful and bring your shimputai to life.  This relationship between shu and yo is the essence of 
shimputai and of ikebana. This relationship must portray the life force without relying on the sun or 
shade or the passing of time. This is not always an easy task.... but I will try to provide lots of 
possibilities for you, to find a good match for your shu.

*Hint* for beginners and experts:  Through contrast, In and Yo is most easily shown.  So if your shu is 
tall perhaps your yo might be short. If your shu is a fabulous yellow, maybe a purple material will make 
your shu  appear  more fabulously yellow.  If your shu is slender will it like to converse with a large 
broad leaf?  There are an infinite number of qualities for every plant material. Try to enhance the 
quality that you find so attractive. 

Step 4: find what is missing, the purpose of ashirai:
When you combine shu and yo, is there anything that is still lacking? Is it fresh? Is it sharp? Is it 
surprising? Is there movement? Can you feel the wind? Can you feel the season? Do you have a 
mizugiwa?  Is there color, and balance? Whatever is needed you add through the use of your ashirai. 
This is the third material for you arrangement. There will be many ashirai available for you to complete 
your shimputai.

Step 5: arrange shoka shimputai



Photos from the shimputai workshop.
Examples of shimputai using 3 styles of vases by Jeanne Holy

 gyo style vase

so style vase
shin style vase



by Kathleen Zanotti
shu: allium (from her garden) 
yo: anthurium
ashirai: striped flag.

 by Kate Dobrovolney 
shu: peony

yo: bird of paradise (leaf)
ashirai: smoke bush.



shu: horsetail
yo: lupine
ashirai: (left)  clematis (right) salvia  

by Nancy Bank Allen 



by Helen Zhang

shu: peony
yo: giant solomon seal
ashirai: zassou (weed)

by Charissa Lancing

shu: peony
yo: zassou (weed)
ashiria: horsetail



by Virgie young

shu: lily
yo: zassou (weed)
ashiria: birds nest fern (leaf)

by Yolanda Marianas-Keliaa 

shu: peony
yo: japanese maple
ashiria: spider lily


